Arapahoe Community College

- ESA 420: Research and Design for Emergency Services

OER Textbook remixed for use in ESA 420: Research and Design for Emergency Services offered at Arapahoe Community College.

- Front Matter
- 1: Science and Scientific Research
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2: Ethics in Research
3: Design and Causality
4: Reading and Evaluating Literature
5: Defining and measuring concepts
6: Sampling
7: Survey Research
Back Matter

• Introduction to Curriculum for Early Childhood Education

Front Matter
1: Foundations in Early Childhood Curriculum-Connecting Theory to Practice
2: Developing Curriculum for a Play Centered Approach
3: The Importance of Play and Intentional Teaching
4: The Cycle of Curriculum Planning
5: Setting the Stage for Play-Environments
6: Language and Literacy
7: Mathematics
8: Science
9: History and Social Science
10: Creative Arts
11: Physical Development
12: Documentation and Assessment
Back Matter